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SUMMARY

Some of the common ground between electronic publishing and computer science has already
been touched on in the editorial section of this issue. Further connections between the two
fields are highlighted in this brief paper and it is suggested that electronic publishing differs
from other computer application areas because it benefits not only from the brute-force
application of cheap computer power but also from the direct application of a host of
computer science concepts. The history of computers and typesetters is examined leading up
to the electronic publishing era, followed by an appraisal of those computer science topics
which have already been applied to problems in typesetting and publishing, and those which
seem poised for exploitation and application in the near future. The importance of abstract
notions and high-level ideas in the development of computer science — and hence in electronic
publishing — is pointed out.
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INTRODUCTION

Typesetting and publishing have adopted computer methods with astonishing speed in
recent times but it is certainly not the case that electronic publishing draws on computer
technology solely for raw computational power; in this last regard it is, in any case, not in
the same league as animated computer graphics, nuclear physics calculations or programs
which determine the answer to Life, the Universe and Everything. Even so, the large-
scale application of computing to publishing could not take place until computers became
cheap, fast and reliable and so there might be a temptation to dismiss electronic
publishing as yet another area whose assimilation into the computer age was catalysed by
an advance in hardware technology (or a lowering of its price) coinciding with a well-
timed breakthrough in some particular piece of software.

Admittedly, the spectacular lowering in cost of microcomputers and imaging devices
has been a major factor in bringing the two areas together over the past ten years and the
crucial step forward in software can probably be identified with page description
languages in general, and PostScript in particular. More importantly, after this fusion of
interest occurred, a host of other techniques from computer science were deployed
sufficiently rapidly and effectively that it is now clear that electronic publishing and
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computerized typesetting exhibit, in microcosm, many of the abstractions and challenges
of computer science itself.

To trace the path to this meeting point we dip briefly into the history of the two fields.

HISTORICAL

When looking at the comparative history of any two topics there is always a danger of
feeling duty-bound to draw analogies and of seeing connections where none exist.
Nonetheless, the similarities between the development of typesetting and computing are
so close as to be quite unnerving. Both have a pre-machine era, where operations were
performed entirely by hand, a mechanical era, which reached its zenith in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, and a modern era, dominated by electronics, which started in
the middle of this century.

Table 1. Historical parallels between computers and typesetters

Era Computers Typesetters

Pre-mechanical Counting using abacus Hand typesetting
Letterpress

Mechanical Mechanical calculators Mechanized hot-metal typesetting
Babbage’s Analytical Engine (Linotype, Monotype)

Modern
First generation Vacuum tube technology Early phototypesetters

Second generation Transistorized computers Film typesetters

Third generation LSI techniques CRT typesetters
Mainframes and mini computers

Fourth generation VLSI Laser typesetters
Workstations Inexpensive laser printers
Microcomputers

A glance at Table 1 shows very clearly the parallel development of the two
technologies over several centuries, with little if any communication between them.
Perhaps the first point of close approach came with Babbage’s Difference Engine (the
forerunner of his mechanical computer — the Analytical Engine), one of whose intended
applications was the preparation of copper plates for printing presses! But the large-scale
application of computers to typesetting had to await the electronic age and began in
earnest in the ‘third generation’, typically with CRT typesetters and large mini-
computers, from approximately 1970 onwards.

Developments inside the typesetter

When embryonic computer languages began to appear inside typesetters they were, for
the most part, at a macro-assembler level which by that time was many years out of phase
with the software sophistication potentially available on the host mini-computers and
mainframes. These ‘slave languages’ provided interpretation of low-level typesetting
commands, embedded in an incoming character stream, together with support for the
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mapping of 8-bit computer-character codes onto what was generally a stubbornly
differing set of internal encodings within the typesetters themselves.

One other early importation into typesetter software was the well-developed set of
techniques from computer graphics for converting an arbitrary curve or collection of
lines into illuminated pixels on a raster. Once cathode ray tube technology had appeared
in phototypesetters it was an obvious step to apply these techniques to the representation
of characters, if only because the simpler method of representing each character as a
pre-stored group of pixels does not lend itself to the scaling of that character over wide
ranges of point size. On the other hand, if characters are stored in a more mathematical
form e.g. as an outline of arcs and vectors, or as a spline fit, then some form of fast
outline-to-raster conversion is needed. Typical third generation typesetters (such as the
Linotype 202) and the more expensive of the fourth-generation laser printers (such as the
Apple LaserWriter) do indeed store their fonts as outlines and convert them dynamically
to the necessary raster intercepts but it has been a huge culture-shock for computer
scientists and mathematicians entering this field to discover that the ‘obvious’ method of
using arcs and lines to outline a character is the subject of a patent1 which has already
featured in a spectacular out-of-court settlement.

Having applied graphics techniques to the outlining of characters it is a pity that
typesetter manufacturers, in the main, did not take the next logical step of providing
graphics primitives in their slave languages because lines, circles, ellipses, boxes and
curves could then have been represented very easily on the raster of the typesetter.
However, apart from vertical and horizontal rules for the boxing of tables and for
underlining, several centuries of typesetting tradition, and its separation from the rest of
the graphic arts, militated against the early appearance of such features — even though
they were technically feasible.

Developments inside the host computer — text formatting programs

On the mainframes and mini-computers which drove the early typesetters, one began to
see the appearance of manufacturer-specific typesetting software which may be likened,
in computer science terms, to the ‘autocodes’ which preceded the emergence of
standardized high-level languages. One of these early packages, runoff, though not
actually developed by a manufacturer, has progressed from early work at MIT2 via a
typesetter-dependent form due to Ossanna3 to Kernighan’s device-independent version of
troff 4. This program achieves device independence by using an intermediate code. It
also has a macro facility and the associated special-purpose pre-processors pic, tbl, refer
and eqn show the advantages of inventing a small high-level language for the restricted
domain addressed by each of its pre-processors. For the first time we see the appearance
of more abstract computer concepts, and a ‘software tools’ approach, even in packages
concerned only with the very concrete task of laying out pages of type.

In contrast to troff and its pre-processors, which exemplify the ‘communicating Lego
brick’ approach, Knuth’s TEX5 falls into the category of ‘monolithic work of art’. This
particular program is remarkable for its attention to detail, the comprehensivity of its
approach to the material to be typeset and an early pre-occupation with device
independence. In one program, admittedly rather large, there are facilities for Greek
fonts, special symbols, mathematics and a detailed page layout model of staggering
precision. Its high degree of robustness, coupled with easy availability in the public
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domain, has done much to promote the cause of typesetting and document preparation to
a wider audience.

Both TEX and troff have associated macro packages and with these one begins to see
the first glimmerings of a separation between logical and physical form; an embedded
macro request for a title or for a change of paragraph indicates something of the logical
structure of a document, as well as the details of its physical layout. A further
development of this separation was seen in Reid’s ‘Scribe’ 6, which appeared as the
decade of the 1970s drew to a close and which underlined the large semantic gap that
was developing between the quality and power of software on host computers and the
much simpler systems buried within typesetters.

COMPUTERS AND TYPESETTING — THE NEXUS

It is interesting to try pinning down the point of confluence of computing and electronic
publishing. In economic and purely hardware terms it has come about since 1982
because of the availability, almost simultaneously, of low-cost, powerful
microcomputers, together with the ingenious adaptation of laser photocopying
technology to produce a laser printer which can print at near-typesetter quality.

But the availability of hardware alone would not have caused the present explosive
growth in computerized typesetting and desktop publishing had it not also been for the
realization that the fourth generation of phototypesetter devices was well capable of
representing a whole range of graphic effects, from simple line diagrams through to
complex grey scales and halftones. The appearance in 1983 of the PostScript language7

following on from earlier work by Warnock at Xerox PARC8 signalled a new point of
departure for electronic publishing. A dizzying palette of graphics options, arbitrary
curves and anamorphic transformations became available, with the font characters being
an extension of the overall graphic capabilities. At one bound, the embedded slave
languages on typesetting devices, had progressed from the assembler stage to that of a
high-level language, with macros, procedures and loops; the language achieved the status
of legend and standard almost overnight, following its adoption by Apple and IBM.

Comparison with compilers

If PostScript is to be compared with other high level languages then one might expect to
see all the syntactic icing which signals that humans are intended to generate PostScript
directly. But interestingly, when one looks at the way PostScript is actually used and at
the fact that it tends to be generated by other software, it seems more akin to a compiler
intermediate language such as Pascal P-code. This, in turn, could prompt a debate about
the precise level of abstraction to be desired in a page description language — a debate
which would mirror almost exactly that which took place in computer science about 15
years ago, as to the level of abstraction required by intermediate languages in compilers
and whether such languages should be microcoded into the target computer itself.

Pursuing this analogy further we can recall how the first compilers for computer
languages were highly machine-specific, with the result that the languages themselves
began to develop features designed to optimize performance on the particular target
hardware. The parallel here lies with the early software developed by typesetter
manufacturers and in the early versions of packages such as troff, both of which generate
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codes peculiar to some particular typesetter and tend to inherit in the package itself all the
vices and virtues of the target machine.

Now the advantage of having a machine-independent intermediate code in a compiler
is that the compiler then becomes usable over a wider range of computers; whenever one
acquires a new machine, a working system can be constructed merely by writing a new
‘back end’ which translates the machine-independent intermediate code into a device-
dependent form. Predictably it was soon discovered that some hard decisions had to be
made about the nature of the intermediate language. If the language was very low level,
it ran the risk of becoming closely allied to some particular hardware and of giving the
compiler writer little help in bridging the gap between the high level constructs and the
low level machine code. By contrast, if the language was pitched at a high level it
merely exported all the difficulties into the back-end processor. The solution to the
intermediate code problem, as far as conventional computer languages go, has been to
invest the more modern computer chips with some of the structures (stacks, stack-frame
manipulation, subroutine call etc.) needed by the intermediate languages. The danger
here is that if the hardware or firmware structures are not exactly right for the job — if,
for instance, they appear to need years of programmer experience or a full-blown expert
system to operate them safely — then the compiler writer will simply ignore them as
being ‘unsafe and unsuitable’ and will generate instead yards of circumlocutory code to
achieve the desired effect safely.

On the electronic publishing front a plausible argument could be made some of the
semantics of PostScript are too complex — given that this language is usually generated
from higher level software. The arguments in favour of languages such as ACE9 and
DDL10 are that one can still provide for the integration of text and graphics using a
lower-level intermediate language which will give great benefits in terms of speed. But
whatever one may think of these arguments, and PostScript is undeniably slow at times,
the immediate battle has been decisively won. Problems of performance can always be
tackled with clever hardware and software tricks, and the sheer comprehensivity of
PostScript’s features has made it the target language to be produced from a host of
electronic publishing packages.

APPLICATION OF COMPUTER SCIENCE — PRESENT AND FUTURE

Even though the close-coupled development of computer science and electronic
publishing has only been going on for about 5 years it has still been remarkable to
witness the rapid assimilation of computer science ideas into electronic publishing. The
application of computer graphics has already been mentioned: the techniques of
encryption and data compression, developed for telecommunications and file security,
found early application in the protection of copyrighted fonts and in the efficient
transmission of font data from computer to typesetter: the full technology of computer
networks is being brought to bear on the distribution of truly ‘electronic’ documents.

The idea of a document being an abstract concept, which may or may not be related to
its final concrete appearance on the printed page, has been further exploited in schemes
such as the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) 11 and Office Document
Architecture (ODA)12. By using abstract systems such as these to denote the structure of
a document, it is possible to process it in ways which go far beyond text preparation.
Complex database, indexing, collating and cross-referencing packages work much more
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effectively on structured documents and, pushing this idea a little further, we soon enter
the domain of hyperdocuments, animated documents and document browsers which are
currently the subject of much attention and enthusiasm.

In the near future we may expect to see parallel processing being employed in many
contexts ranging from the various logically distinct portions of a document (paragraphs,
chapters etc.) 13 through to the parallel imaging of the device on the output medium. As
document structures become more formally specified the need will increasingly be felt
for the full panoply of formal specification methods14.

If electronic publishing does indeed afford a cosily restricted domain for trying out
new principles and current practice from computer science, we may legitimately ask
whether one of the most contentious of computer science’s fringe areas — artificial
intelligence — is likely to blossom and seem trivially easy all of a sudden when applied
to electronic publishing. The answer is that it is rather unlikely that electronic publishing
will hold the magic key to so difficult an area but what it can offer is a large number of
small topics where the more modest expert systems can be applied. Such systems, often
using the logic language PROLOG, are already in widespread use for codifying expertise
in a tightly-restricted domain. The particular form of the rules in a PROLOG program
make it suitable for expressing a set of actions and procedures which have been elicited
from an expert in a given field. There is then no need for the expert to have any skills in
computer science or in programming. We can expect to see systems in electronic
publishing, very soon, which encapsulate knowledge in areas such as page layout,
document classification and, perhaps, type design. However, we should not forget that
existing software often contains considerable embedded expert knowledge. We could
pick on the mathematics facilities in TEX or the troff pre-processor eqn15 as examples.
This particular mathematics typesetting software knows something about the typographic
properties of the symbols and the conventions for their relative placement on the page but
nothing, for example, about Maxwell’s theorem and its connection with electromagnetic
waves. To take another example we could use chem16 to describe a molecule as follows:

.cstart
# Lysergic acid dethylamide
B: benzene pointing right
F: flatring5 pointing left put N at 5 double 3,4 with .V1 at B.V2

H below F.N
R: ring pointing right with .V4 at B.V6

front bond right from R.V6 ; H
R: ring pointing right with .V2 at R.V6 put N at 1 double 3,4

bond right from R.N ; CH3
back bond -60 from R.V5 ; H
bond up from R.V5 ; CO
bond right ; N(C2H5)2

.cend

From this text the chem package will generate the picture shown in Figure 1 but it is clear
this software has a fair degree of knowledge about the typographic conventions for
representing molecules but no appreciation, thankfully, of the hallucinogenic properties
of the compound itself.

Both of these examples beg the question ‘How much intelligence should your software
have?’ and there is always the temptation for those who have not had their fingers burnt
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Figure 1. The LSD molecule

in this sort of venture, to add just that few extra per cent of intelligence over and above
that which is easily achievable. As techniques progress it will become possible to add
further increments of knowledge — a gradual widening of the domain of expertise — but
the trick is not to try for too much. The staggeringly difficult task of building generalized
knowledge of the world, let alone plain commonsense, into a software system has always
been ‘25 years away’ even to the optimists, and the pessimist would say that it will
evermore remain so.

THE NEED FOR ABSTRACTION

The printed page imposes such a concrete end-product that it is perhaps natural to think
that the electronic publishing software involved should also be brutal and direct. But this
is not so. Far more than the absorption of any specific techniques, electronic publishing
needs to absorb the sense of power and abstraction that underlies the best computer
science and mathematics.

To illustrate what can happen when abstract models have not been developed, we need
only to turn to an area where ideas have been eagerly seized by the developers of
electronic publishing software before the techniques involved have properly matured.
This is, of course, the provision of ‘wysiwyg’ (‘what you see is what you get’) software
running on various windowing systems supported by machines such as the IBM PC and
the Macintosh. Many of the early and crude systems of this genre are seemingly
obsessed with the notion that the novice user is capable of confecting, on the screen, the
precise effect that he would like to see on the printed page. Unfortunately, software of
this sort exposes very cruelly any shortcomings in graphic arts or page layout skills with
the danger that the whole exercise can often and very truly be labelled ‘wysitat’ (‘what
you see is total absence of talent’).

The problem arises because we can already distinguish two factions among the users
of electronic publishing software which we might label as ‘the doers’ and ‘the
describers’. Those brought up in the traditional typesetting or graphic arts industries are
likely to feel that a program is more user-friendly if it allows them to perform at the
screen some reasonable approximation to the actions that they are used to doing when
setting type or designing a page. For the most part then, those coming into the new
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electronic publishing arena with a traditional typesetting or graphics arts background will
be doers rather than describers and many wysiwyg systems are designed with them in
mind. On the other hand, computer scientists attracted to typesetting and electronic
publishing for whatever reason, are entirely at home with abstraction and are more suited
to systems which describe what is needed. We could bring forward examples from fields
as diverse as music and logic diagrams, and we have already seen examples in the layout
of mathematics and chemical formulae. Now it is true that the chemistry researcher who
has spent many frustrating hours in drawing his molecules with mapping pen and
Letraset may very positively seize on wysiwyg software such as the Macintosh package
called ChemDraw. However, for those who handle a mouse device with about the same
dexterity as a meat cleaver, the utterance of the magic words shown in the previous
section is likely to be far more rewarding.

The answer to the dilemma rests, of course, in having a more abstract representation
underlying the wysiwyg program. One can then harmonize the doing with the describing
by generating a description-based file as a direct result of the interactive session. This of
course then raises all kinds of problems about the overlap (or lack of it) between what
can be done and what can be described but the gains from doing things this way are
enormous. The correct forms of abstraction for any task in electronic publishing will
confer, in every big and little way, the most powerful advantages of flexibility, portability
and extensibility, both to the documents themselves and to the software which produces
them.

CONCLUSION

Electronic publishing exhibits all the sense of fun, excitement, triumph and tragedy
which stems from applying ideas at the very same time as the underlying principles are
undergoing rapid change. In earlier and more leisured times an engineer could accept
perhaps, that his first bridges fell down, and that the later models had to be modified in an
ad hoc way until declared safe for horses and wagons, while over many decades the
necessary theories of stress and strain were developed to put things on a sound footing.
What our engineer did not have to contend with was a bulk order for 30,000 of his
modified bridges with the proviso that they be capable of carrying a convoy of trucks.

Now the connection between all of this and electronic publishing is not as far-fetched
as might be thought. We are in the era of the mass-marketed ‘total desktop package’ just
as, a decade or so ago, we had the ‘total database solution’. What we have to realize is
that now, as then, we are exploiting, all too rapidly, a very recently developed set of ideas
and principles, some of which are tested and some of which are not. We must never
forget that we are skating on thin ice and that the present stage of electronic publishing,
which is a true fusion of many themes of information technology, needs the underpinning
of solid further research in computer science if it is to progress.
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